Annie Leung (BDSII) wins HKU Faculty of Dentistry Pearl Jubilee E-Card Contest

Annie WK Leung (second-year BDS student) has won the Faculty’s 2012 E-Card Contest, held to celebrate this year’s Pearl Jubilee. Her colourful design represents the Faculty’s success as Hong Kong’s only dental school for the past 30 years.

Explaining her card design, Annie says: “Being a student of the HKU Faculty of Dentistry, I view the success of the Faculty like a spectrum of light: vibrant and bright and dynamic. The Faculty adds colour and many angles to dental studies. I congratulate the Faculty on the occasion of its Pearl Jubilee.

“I hope that the success of the Faculty continues, ever changing, yet improving. I also sincerely hope that our Faculty will continue to educate young successful people to become well-trained dentists to serve society.”

The e-card is available at the Faculty’s Facebook site, via the “Download” link on this archive page:
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